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Introduction
In recent works, Knuth and Bahreyni [1] showed that
the concepts of space and time are emergent in a
coarse-grained model of direct particle-particle
influence. In addition, Knuth [2] showed that
observer-made inferences regarding a model of the
free particle result in the Dirac equation suggesting
that the same theoretical framework that gives rise to
an emergent spacetime is consistent with quantum
mechanics. In this paper, we begin to explore the
effect of influence on the emergent properties of a
particle. This initial study suggests that when a
particle is influenced, it is interpreted as accelerating
in a manner consistent with special relativity implying
that, at least in this situation, influence can be
conceived of as a force. In this theory, particles are
represented as ordered chains of events, where each
event is a node in a directed interaction from one
chain to another (Fig. 1a). Here we briefly
summarize Knuth and Bahreyni’s prior results [1],[2].
An observer is imagined to possess a precise
instrument, which can count events along a given
particle’s chain much like a clock. Events potentially
can be projected onto a chain in some cases resulting
in assignment of at most two numbers, which play
the role of coordinates (Fig. 1b). The relationship
between two events is quantified by projecting them
onto intervals along an observer chain (Fig. 1c)
resulting in assignment of two lengths ∆p and ∆p̄.
Coordinated observers have a bijectivity between their
events and agree on lengths of each others’ intervals,
so that an interval between coordinated chains P and
Q can be quantified by the pair (∆p,∆q) (Fig. 1d).
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Figure 1: a: Events A, B, C are ordered by particle state changes
(dark arrows) and so are part of a particle chain. Events D, E, F
are on another particle chain. Light arrows are influences. b: The
distinguished chain consisting of events labeled 1, 2, 3, 4 can be
used to quantify other events by forward and backward projection
resulting in an ordered pair of numbers. c: Interval [x, y] is
quantified by chain P through forward projection of its endpoints
to find ∆p and back projection to find ∆p̄. d: Coordinated
chains P and Q agree on lengths so that ∆q can replace ∆p̄.

The relationship (length of interval) between two
events along a chain is quantified by quantities like
∆t below; whereas the relationship between two
chains is quantified by ∆x, which is called a distance.

∆t = ∆p + ∆q
2

; ∆x = ∆p−∆q
2

. (1)

In general, the relationship between two events is
uniquely quantified by an analogue of proper time
squared: ∆p∆q = ∆t2−∆x2. Analogous to velocity,
β = ∆x

∆t can be assigned to an interval:

β = ∆p−∆q
∆p + ∆q

. (2)

A free particle is modeled as a particle that influences
others but is not itself influenced (Fig. 2a). Each
interval along the particle chain has either ∆p = 0 or
∆q = 0 so that the particle can only have velocity of
either ±1. The Dirac equation predicts this
phenomenon (Fig. 2b), known as Zitterbewegung [3].
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Figure 2: a: A diagram showing particle Π influencing observer
P three times and observer Q twice. For example, event c on Π
influences P at event P2. b: This illustrates a path in spacetime
consistent with the poset. Note that the particle zitters back-
and-forth at the speed of light.

Knuth and Bahreyni considered intervals between
events. However, in Fig. 2a, one could equivalently
describe the particle behavior using the rates of
interactions, which is the Fourier dual of intervals.
With N the total number of influences emitted, the
rates are defined as rp=̇N

∆p and rq=̇
N
∆q.

M = N√
∆p∆q

; P = rq − rp
2

; E = rp + rq
2

(3)

This gives the known relation among energy, mass,
and momentum, M 2 = E2 − P 2. For chains P′ and
Q′ linearly related to P and Q, we can relate

∆p′ =
√
m

n
∆p, ∆q′ =

√
n

m
∆q, (4)

which gives rise to the Lorentz transformations.
From (4), we find that k=̇

√
m
n is the projection onto

P of a unit interval associated with influencing P
and 1

k the same for Q.

Acceleration
Consider a particle that in addition to influencing
others as for the free particle, is also influenced, at a
constant rate from the right. For utility, define the
rate of incoming influence as

r =̇ Nr

Npdτ
, (5)

for Nr the number of influences received over the
number of influences emitted to P Np and proper
time dτ .
By the coordination of P and Q, the received
influence increments ∆p by k. Since the particle’s
proper time varies only with N , the number of
influences the particle sends to the observers, τ is
unchanged by receipt of an influence:
∆p̃∆q̃ = ∆p∆q, where the tildes indicate values
after receipt of influence. We can therefore write

∆p̃ = ∆p∆p + k

∆p
; ∆q̃ = ∆q ∆p

∆p + k
. (6)

For ∆p >> k, we can Taylor expand ∆q̃ to find
δ∆p = k, and δ∆q = −∆q

∆pk. The number of these
increments in ∆p and ∆q in proper time dτ is
rNpdτ by (5). Thus

d∆p = rkNpdτ ; d∆q = −rkNp
∆q
∆p

dτ. (7)

By (4), kNp = ∆p. In the absence of influence,
r → 0, ∆p and ∆q are proportional to τ , which
yields
d∆p
dτ

=
(
r + 1

τ

)
∆p; d∆q

dτ
=
(
−r + 1

τ

)
∆q. (8)

Solutions are ∆p = Aτerτ and ∆q = Bτe−rτ . The
constants A and B must be reciprocals of each
other, since ∆p∆q = τ 2. Thus we can write them as
A = eφ0 and B = e−φ0. Using (2) we can write the
velocity as

�β = tanh(rt + φ0), (9)
which is the correct expression for constant
acceleration, with the rate r identified with the
acceleration.
Now consider both influence from the right, rq̄, and
from the left, rp̄, both defined as in (5), and define
r = rq̄ − rp̄, which can vary. The change in
momentum due to r is

dP = N

2

 1
∆q(1− rdτ )

− 1
∆p(1 + rdτ )

− 1
∆q

+ 1
∆p

.

Taylor expansion results in Newton’s Second Law:
�F = dP

dτ = Mγr. Similarly writing dE gives
�dE

dτ = Fβ, the correct expression for power.

Conclusions
The direct particle-particle influence model in 1 + 1
dimensions developed by Knuth and Bahreyni is
found to give the correct relativistic forms of
constant acceleration, Newton’s Second Law, and
power. These results also appear to lead in the
direction of general relativity. Consider a particle
initially at rest, ∆p = ∆q, that receives one influence
from the right. As a result, ∆p increases by k by (6),
and ∆q changes by

∆q ∆p
∆p + k

−∆q = −k ∆p
∆p + k

(10)

by (6). Since the increase in ∆p is greater than the
decrease in ∆q, the observers’ time, ∆t (1),
increases, while the proper time is unchanged. Thus,
in this case, receipt of an influence, or acceleration,
causes the observers’ clocks to run faster than the
particle’s, which is a critical component of general
relativity. This is encouraging, since previous work
has shown that the Dirac equation can be derived
within the same framework by considering a free
particle, which suggests that this picture of emergent
spacetime may be consistent with quantum
mechanics.
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